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A3STRACT

recent results for neutron radiation-induced tumors are presented' to illustrate the
zcr=plexlt±as oE the do3e-response curves for high-LET radiation. • It is suggested that in
crder to derive an appropriate model for dose-response curves for the induction of tumors
by bigh-LET radiation it is necessary to take into account dose distribution, cell
killing sad the susceptibility of the tissue under study. Preliminary results for the
induction of Harderian gland tumors in mice exposed to various heavy ion beams are
presented. The results suggest that the effectiveness of the heavy ion beans increases
vi-h increasing LET. The slopes of the dose-response curves for the different high-LET
radiations decrease between ?0 and 40 rads and therefore comparisons of the relative
effectiveness should be made from data obtained at doses below about 20-30 rads.

INTRODUCTION

Over thirty years ago it was established that fast neutrons were more effective for the
i=du;iion of tumors in experimental animals than low-LET radiations 1/ such as gamma and
i-rsvs [1, 2, 3]. The availability of beams of different radiation qualities and
increased sophistication in dosimetry has resulted in an increasing amount of quanti-
tative data for neutron radiation-induced cancer but our understanding of the dependence
cf the biological effectiveness of variovts particles on LET has not advanced at a

; s:*-:.7ar rate. The use of heavy ion beams has Increased the armamentarium in attacking
." t'za intriguing questions about dose distribution, targets and cancer induction. But so
[ far ve have not been overwhelmed by revelations about the causal relationship between

iooizatioa, its density, and tumor induction. However, the precision of detecting
ai-erad gane activity, in particular of genes that may be involved in the malignant
trtnsformatioa of cells, by the newer molecular biological techniques added to th*
ability of altering ionization densitv aooaars to offer lion* te^ thm
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induction of Harderian gland tumors in mice exposed to various heavy ion beams are
2^es2=ted. The results suggest that the effectiveness of the heavy ion beams increases
wirh increasing LET. The slopes of the dose-response curves for the different high-LET
reflations dtcrease between 20 and 40 rads and therefore comparisons of the relative
effectiveness should be made from data obtained at doses below about 20-30 rads.

INTRODUCTION

Ore- thirty years ago it was established that fast neutrons were more effective for the
i=iu;tio3 of tumors in experimental animals than low-LET radiations jL/ such as gamma and
2_r=vs [1, 2, 3]. The availability of beams of different radiation qualities and
increased sophistication in dosimetry has resulted in an increasing amount of quanti- •- .
cs-ive data for neutron radiation-induced cancer but our understanding of the dependence
cf tbe biological effectiveness of various particles on LST has not advanced at a
si=±lar rate. The use of heavy ion beams has increased the armamentarium in attacking
tzA intriguing questions about dose distribution, targets and cancer induction. But so
far ve have not been overwhelmed by revelations about the causal relationship between
icnization, its density, and tumor induction. However, the precision of detecting
alcerad gene activity, in particular of genes that may be involved in the malignant
cransforr^tioa of cells, by the newer molecular biological techniques added to the
ability of altering ionization density appears to offer hope to the experimentalist.

A linear rodel has been used to describe the dose-response curve for neutron radiation-
inducsd cancer for the purposes of protection standards. Some workers have favored a
ocwer"fu=ction to describe the tumor response after exposure to high-LET radiations but
it is clear that there are a number of factors that influence the response and these
factors nist be taken into account in the derivation of an appropriate model.

Tie ai^s of this paper are (1) to discuss the factors that recent results suggest
isfluatice the shape of the dose-response curve for cancer induction by high-LET radiation.
s=.d (2) to present some preliminary results of experiments designed to investigate the
relationship of LET to the effectiveness of radiation of different qualities to induce
cancer. The discussions are limited to external radiation carcinogenesis.

FISSION NEUTRON CARCINOGENESIS

Host of the data for dose-response relationships for the induction of cancer by external
bigb-LET radiation have been obtained from studies of rodents after exposure to fission
neutrons [3-9]. There have also been extensive studies on the rat mammary gland with

If The linear energy transfer (LET) is the rate of energy loss of charged particles and
is usually specified in terms of kiloeleetron volts per micrometer of tissue. The
quantity is useful but is an average that can be measured in two ways and lacks
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visa 430 keV neutrons [10].

large scale experiments on the effects of neutron radiation on life shortening have
carried out [11-13]. The studies involved a range of single doses from 5-2A0 rad and
rates from 1 rad/day to 24 rad/min as well as fractionation regimes. After high

-c;ss-rate neutron irradiation of B6CF1, RFM, and BALB/c mice the dose-response relationship
csvn to about 20 rad can be described by regression of survival time on the square root
rf. rhe dose. At doses below 20 rad the shape of the curve is not clear but in the case of
tba 3il3/c data a linear fit up to a dose of 25 rad seems appropriate. The answer to the
r^asrion of whether or not the initial slope is linear will make some difference to the
esz^=ate of the coefficient for the slope but will make a great difference in the

of the shape of the dose-response relationship. As yet the exact form of the
-response curve for neutron-induced cancer is not known.

[14, 15] has emphasized the marked difference in the distribution of the electron
and the tracks of neutron secondaries. Rossi has also pointed out that at doses of

1.0 r2d (10 nGy) very few nuclei in the exposed tissue are traversed by neutron secondaries
T—rbermore, the number of cells traversed must increase in a proportional fashion to
cose, at least up to about 25 rad (0.25 Gy) in the case of low energy neutrons [14]. It
Is reasonable to assume that the risk of a carcinogenic event increases with the number of
cells at risk. Therefore, if the number of cells at risk was the only factor involved a
"tf-̂ iT dose response would be expected up to the dose at which all of the targets within
rie.cells that are involved in malignant transformation are hit. At higher doses the
response-curve would plateau. However, with increasing doses the number of cells killed
Increases and the loss of cells will lead to a proportional loss of potential tutor

[16-18]. Such a cell loss may also cause the curve for the cancer response as a
rion of dose to bend over as the effect per rad decreases. In the case of lifep

shortening and tumor induction after exposure to neutrons a linearity of response appears
to sold only for doses less than 20 rad and in the case of some tissues only 10 rads. It
sicald be noted at these low doses it is impossible, with current data, to distinguish a
T ~-.»a-- from a bending curve. .- • ' •

It can be seen in Figure 1 that the dose-response curves for tumor induction by fission
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calls [16-18]. Such a cell loss may also cause the curve for the cancer response as a
fzrrrrion of dose to bend over as the effect per rad decreases.- In the case of life
shortening and tuaor induction after exposure to neutrons a linearity of response appears
to aold only for doses less than 20 rad and in the case of some tissues only 10 rads. It
srscald be noted at these low doses it is impossible, with current data, to distinguish a
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Fig. 1 Age-adjusted incidence of thymic lymphoma in RFM mice:
(data from ref. 5) and Harderian gland tumors in B6CF-^/Anl mice:
(data from ref. 19) as a function of fission neutrons.

r̂ -utrons in two very different murine »• is sues, namely, the thymus and the gland at the
back of the rodent eye described by Harder (Harderian. gland), have very similar forms
a=£ appear to saturate at about 30-40 rads. Both curves show a steep initial rise, then
«??*ar to plateau between about 5-10 rad before rising again with a decreasing slope.
«e believe that plateau between 5-10 rad to be real as it is seen in the response of a
==ser of tissues in female mice. A possible explanation is that in this dose-range of
5-1Q rad of fission neutrons the ovary, which in the mouse is exquisitely sensitive, is '
zblated and th« change in hormone levels and balance alters the expression of neutron-
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induced cell transformation. The data for males and ovariectomized mice after exposure
co g?—« irradiation support the role of the ovary as a factor in determining the shape
of che dose-response curve.

Dose distribution, cell killing and susceptibility must all influence the shape of the -•••
curve a=d no model takes all of these factors into account. Since all of the dose-
respc^sa curves for induction of tumors by neutron radiation show a marked decrease in
slope at doses above about 30 rad estimates of the effect of low doses (below 10 rad)

e =ade from linear interpolation from data obtained at doses above about 30 rad.
for the dose-response curve for the induction of cancer by high-LET radiation
c=odates the various factors now known to influence the response is urgently
for the estimation of risks after exposure to high-LET radiation.

FRACTIONATION AND DOSE RATE . .

For -z£=.~ years it was believed that the tumorigenic effects of neutrons, unlike low-LET
raiiarica, vere additive and lowering the dose rate or fractionating the exposures did
=OE alrsr the effect. It is now clear that fractionation or protraction may enhance the
effects of neutron irradiation in humans and mice 120-23], There are not data for a
'sufficient number of tumor types to know whether the enhancement of effect with
fracticr^tica is a general phenomenon. A fractionated regime of 2.5 rad (25 mGy) fission
aearrcns (frt) over a dose range of 5-40 rads did not produce more tumors than single
coses ir: the Harderian gland of mice [19] but in the case of lung adenocarcinomas in '
2AL3/c/*n S3d mice, 50 rad (0.5 Gy) given in two fractions separated by 30 days induced
significantly more tumors than a single dose.

Ir csa be seen in Figure 2 that the curve for the excess incidence of lung tumors as a
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It C23 be seen in Figure 2 that the curve for the excess incidence of lung tumors as a
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rig. 2 Excess incidence of lung tumors as a function of total dose
of fission neutrons after single exposures: • • and two fractions of
equal doses separated by 30 days: 0 O (data from ref. 24). The
response predicted from a linear regression of the data obtained for
the 0-20 rad dose range of single exposures to neutrons is shown:

. — an<j also the response based on the square root of the neutron
dose model:

of neutron dose is approximately linear over the dose range 0-50 rad when the
=lce vera exposed to tihe neutron radiation in two fractions, whereas, after single
exposures the slope of the response curve decreases above 20 rad in a manner similar to
liar fo-j=d for other tissues such as those shown in Figure 1. Since the curves for the
respcE.se after single and split doses of neutrons appear to diverge only at total dose
above 23 rad it seeas probable that splitting the dose affects one of the factors that
assies ia the bending over of the curve for single doses. The two factors known to
i=-£lu*=ce the slope at the :higher doses are dose distribution and cell killing. It
s*e=s i=?robable that splitting the neutron dose altered the response by changing the
i=sa cisrribution in a nanner that would result in more cells being transformed. We do

t=*iarstand all the factors that determine the number of cells at risk but it is
possible chat in the interval between the two exposures to neutron radiation cell pro-
LLferariira occurred to compensate for radiation induced-cell killing and at the 50 rad



cose level there was overcompensation resulting in a higher total number of cells at risk
than was the case for a single exposure. An overswing in cell replacement after depletion
of a proliferative population following irradiation has been documented for a number of
tissues [25, 26]. It will be of interest to establish whether the increased effect of
fractionating neutron exposures applies to all tissues or only to those in which cell
proliferation occurs after exposure.

The relative biological effectiveness (RBE n/y) for the induction of tumors in different
--issues varies over a very wide range [19],in part, due to the marked differences in the
case-response curves for low-LET radiation. It can be seen in Figure 3 that an inverse
relationship of RBE to dose results from the curvilinear response for low-LET radiation.
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Fig. 3 Incidence of Harderian gland tumors in B6CF1 mice as
function of dose of JANUS reactor fission neutrons: o o and
gaznna rays: • 0. - • . -
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At lew doses the effect per rad of iow-LET radiation becomes constant, i.e. a linear ,
response, and the value for RBE will reach a maximum. The conclusions from these
observations is that the estimates of risk of cancer induction after exposure to high-LET
radiation should be made directly from the dose-response relationships for cancer
induction as a function of dose and not from adjusting the risk based on data obtained fox
lov-LET radiation by the use of a Quality Factor. •

THE RELATIONSHIP OF RBE TO LET !

It has been found that the RBE increases for a number of endpoints as the LET increases
fron about 0.2 keV/pm for gamma rays to an apparent peak at about 100 keV/ym that may be
obraicsd with certain neutrons and heavy ions [27-32]. At higher LETs the RBE decreases.
Ihere has been no systematic examination of the relationship of RBE as a function of LET
for cancer induction. Since such relationships either have been or can be established
for different forms of DNA damage, mutations and chromosome aberrations parallel studies
of carcinqganesis have the potential of both establishing and eliminating correlations
ard thus vinnowing the facts that are important for the understanding of the mechanisms
of carcinogenesis. i •

Ve have started a comprehensive study of the influence of LET on tumor induction using



±sn facilities at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. We have chosen as a model
ijsrea, the Harderian gland in mice. Although the total number of cells in these
is snail and the natural incidence is low it is reasonably susceptible to the

zlsrx of tuaors by irradiation. A chance observation.revealed that cells initiated
j ~zy radiarioa could be promoted with elevated"prolactin levels provided by pituitary -
| isografts 133]- Two pituitaries from syngeneic donors, preferably from old mice, are put -:

i -==.itz £ba capsule of the spleen using a trocar. The transplanted isografts are not under
-'-» ns—-al control of the hormones normally released by the hypothalamus into the portal
SjTsrs^ cf zha hypophysis and the transplanted pituitaries grow and release prolactin

| r?1=1~g ths atsount of this hormone above normal blood levels. The elevated prolactin
• 1=—sis increase the amount of mammary tissue, the normal target for this hormone, and the
I isrecrict* of the increased mammary activity is a simple and useful indicator of the

=czz.-z±Zjr cf the isografts. The blood levels of prolactin are variable but it is assumed
-"=- s. nasinxEn promotion effect occurs with levels that cause increase in the. mammary
g^y-^ tissue- It has been found that the enhancement by prolactin is equally effective

| -=ri=zbsr whs Isografts are made after or before the irradiation. ..The use of pituitary
j is^srefts nas two advantages. First, the tumors appear earlier than without the isografts,
! rT-rs ssortaoing the length of the experiment and second, the elevated prolactin level
| appears to sasimize the expression of the induced lesions, thus increasing the response
/ sis rasiscing the number of animals required to obtain significant Increases above

trol incidences. If, as we assume, the pituitary isografts maximize the expression
transformed cells then the dose-response curves obtained under these experimental
s should reflect the dose-response relationships for initiation of the cancer
It is the comparative effectiveness of the various heavy ion beams for
that is of particular interest. A further advantage of this model tumor -

is that we have data for tumor incidences following exposure to different energy
s at: the JANUS reactor and the FERMI facilities [34].

•ffacrs of helium, carbon, neon, argon, iron ion beams and Co gamma radiation have
ared. The helium ions were produced by the Berkeley 184-in synchrocyclotron

the ctb=r ions on the BEVALAC. The BEVALAC is a high-energy'heavy-ion accelerator
•Is3 in -shich ions are first accelerated in HILAC, a heavy-ion linear accelerator, and
injeczed into BEVATRON, a proton synchroton. Details of both the 184-in synchrotron
*'-•= 3~ALAC'and the dosimetry employed have been reported [35]. The distribution of
: in rrssue from heavy charged particle beams is complex. The dose is relatively
\~-~z. izp to a depth in the tissue, that is dependent on the radiation quality, and
i rises to a well-defined maximum known as the Bragg peak near the end of the
d a rrack. The Bragg peaks are only a few millimeters in width and are unsuitable
rba desa distribution required in our experiments. Therefore, the Bragg peaks were
sd =irb a rotating spiral ridge filter of brass. The % e , 12C and -Ife Bragg peaks
spread to 10 cm and the *°Ar peak to a 4 cm configuration. The depth-dose

zrliLizims in water are shown in Figure 4. The arrows indicate the part of the spread
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is tiat we have data for tumor incidences following exposure to different energy
-~ az the JANUS reactor and the FEBMI facilities [34],

Effects of helium, carbon, neon, argon, iron ion beams and -Co gamma radiation have
cccpsrad. The helium ions were produced by the Berkeley 184-in synchrocyclotron

o£b=r ions on the BEVALAC. The BEVALAC is a high-energy heavy-ion accelerator
ia -=hich ions are first accelerated in HILAC, a heavy-ion linear accelerator, and

reczad into BEVATRON, a proton synchroton. Details of both the 184~in synchrotron
s 3^.J&AC -and the dosimetry employed have been reported [35]. The distribution of
1 -£==ue froa heavy charged particle beams is complex. The dose is relatively
i= to to a depth in the tissue, that is dependent on the radiation quality, and
-££S zo^ a well-daf ined maximum known as the Bragg peak near the end of the
2 ^£=^« The Bragg peaks are only a few millimeters in width and are unsuitable
s dcse distribution required in our experiments. Therefore, the Bragg peaks were
s±th a rotating spiral ridge filter of brass. The *He, 12C and ™Ne Bragg peaks
:r==5 to 10 cm and the 40Ar peak to a 4 cm configuration. The depth-dose
su^lw-s in water are shown in Figure 4. The arrows indicate the part of the spread

EXTENDED BRAGG PEAKS
4H»-228MeV/omu
I2C -4OOMiV/omu

-2oNe-425MeV/omu
-40Ar- 570MeV/amu
56F«-600MeV/amu

6 8 10 12 14 16
Range (cm of woteri

3e?th-dose distributions for the ion beams used in this study. The irradiation

i
80 keV/ura, Z0Ne: 150 keV/pm, 56Fe: 180 keV/um, and



*tt «»-«P°sures. The irradiation position in the Bragg peak
^ g v a r i a b l e w a t e r c o l u m n absorber equivalent to the depth

. by the arrows in Figure 4. By using different positions o a the
« a range of LET values can be obtained. The dose-average LET values ranged

? ? ^ v f ° r ^ f " " « * « to about 650 keV for 4 0 ^ * Mice ̂ f p f
a e x P ° s u r e o f « * head and thorax. The ovary was not

' C- U 3 e ? rf3 a l e n c e o f t u m o rs as the endpoint and animals were killed at about

i*°\^^ ^ fV&nTT °l ̂ iS procedure was that ̂  was more economical than
s.udy and deaths from competing causes were almost eliminated. We

e n « ? f a obtained in this way is comparable to that previously
-of-life experiments involving either 60 C o a £ r f i a s i oJ

^ Sine the promotion by prolactin advances the time of appearance
all glands were serially sectioned, the differences in lifetime incidences

evalence rate at 600 days are probably trivial. J-ixetxme xnexdences

f V f?arlffientS with heavy ions the aim was to get sufficient comparative
a b r o a d r s j S e o f I^Ts to examine the relationship of RBE to LET The data
so far are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that there is a general trend of
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Fig. 5 Prevalence of Harderian gland tumors as a function of.dose •
for the heavy ions indicated. The estimated LET values are given in
the legend for Figure 3-

an increase in the initial slopes of the curves with increasing LET. The curves for
carbcn, necn, argon and iron all show the bending over at relatively low doses that was
-cr=d for fission neutron irradiation. Since the dose-averaged LET for the argon beam
is vail above 100 keV/ym (about 650 keV/jim) the finding of very steep initial slope for
the tunor prevalence as a function of 4&Ar dose is perhaps at variance with predictions.
If rbe 332 for carcinogenesis in relation to LET behaved similarly to mutation and cell
iiiling ve vould expect some decrease in RBE at very high LET values. The data is not
ver s-officlently precise to delineate the RBE-LET relationship but it is possible that
tie ~33c. value nay plateau rather than peak at LET values of 100 keV/um or greater. The
=sriso effectiveness of the 56pe beam in producing tumors Is of interest. We have noted
to=.z Irradiation with this beam produces multiple tumors in the individual Harderian
gls^cs and ia both glands with a higher frequency then with any other of the beams. The
interactions of 56?e ions with tissue elements are complex and the LET value for such a
b-esn =27 be misleading. However, it is clear that further Investigations of the
carcinogenic effects of this heavy Ion would be productive.

^ * spread Bragg peaks are not homogenous beams and are less suitable than the plateau '
ragicn of the bean for biological experiments. It may now be possible to obtain the
f??rc?-iate range of LETs with the plateau regions of the beams for future experiments.
i Z = a s been noted that for cell killing in mouse tissues the variation in radiation

between heavy ions cannot be accounted for on the basis of differences in LET

j
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«-=^—s-^g=:i;i.c errects o£ this heavy ion would be productive.

T=^spread Bragg peaks are not homogenous.- beams and are less suitable than the plateau
ras-ca or the bean for biological experiments. It may now be possible to obtain the
appropriate raaga of LETs with the plateau regions of the beams for future experiments
xz =as baea noted that for cell killing in mouse tissues the variation in radiation
esponse between heavy ions cannot be accounted for o n the basis of differences In LET

i ins •y^-.-iii tir.cs andktliio rh»r>a^o,>,
du cr o n T.1 0'' to 7 V

alczs £^d that the particle mass is of importance [36]. The influence of mass on the
carcinogenic effect of heavy ions will also have to be investigated.

SUMMARY

2-e spite the increasing amount of data and understanding of the factors that influence
"rhs sb«?a of the dose-response curve for induction of cancer with high-LET radiations w e
have no satisfactory model for the responses. It is clear that neutron effects are not
sirpljr additive since fractionation increases the effect of neutron Irradiation. Pre-
lirinarv- results from experiments with heavy ions suggest that the RBE to LET relationship
for cancer induction does not show a marked peak at 100 keV/pin as has been seen for some
otier e^dpoints. The results demonstrate that irradiation with heavy ions of iron is
hxg"-lj carcinogenic.
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